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Switzerland’s DP Act revised

T

David Rosenthal of Vischer reports from Zurich on new aspects of
the law which is expected to enter into force in 2022.
he splitting of hairs is now
over and the revision of the
Swiss Data Protection Act
(DP Act) has finally been completed.
Following the resolution of the last
differences on “profiling”, the Swiss
Federal Parliament passed the new
law on 25 September 2020. It is
expected to come into force in 2022,
with some sources even suggesting

summer 2022. As a next step, the
supporting ordinances will now be
drawn up and submitted for public
consultation. How fast things now
progress will of course also depend
on the EU: Switzerland is still waiting for the renewal of the European
Commission’s adequacy decision,
Continued on p.3

Egypt’s Data Protection Law
enters into force in October

It is likely that the law will not be fully enforced until 2022, but
businesses should start preparing now. By Dino Wilkinson and
Masha Ooijevaar of Clyde & Co.

O

n 13 July 2020, Egypt’s
Government issued its
long-awaited Data Protection Law1 (Law No. 151 of 2020) (the
Law), which establishes various standards and controls governing the
processing and handling of personal

data. The Law was published in the
Official Gazette on 15 July 2020.
The Law is part of a growing
trend of countries enacting comprehensive data protection laws, which
Continued on p.6

PL&B Resources
• Data Protection Clinic: Book a 30
minute consultation to help
resolve your Data Protection
issues. The clinic will support you
in identifying your key priorities
and much more.
www.privacylaws.com/clinic

• PL&B’s Privacy Paths podcasts at
www.privacylaws.com/podcasts
and from podcast directories,
including Apple, Alexa, Spotify,
Sticher and Buzzsprout. Next
podcasts on privacy during the
pandemic; and controllers and
processors in the GDPR.
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New laws adopted in Egypt and
Switzerland.

The influence of the EU GDPR continues to be felt far and wide. Egypt
has adopted its first ever data protection law which enters into force on
16 October 2020 (p.1), and Switzerland has recently updated its 1992
data protection law, planning to retain its EU adequacy status (p.1).
The GDPR has also been a model for many African countries, several
of which already have legislation in place. In this issue, we report on
Nigeria’s Data Protection Bill, 2020 (p.31).
How would a US federal privacy law interact with existing state level
privacy laws (p.14)? In this issue we look at the private right of action
under the California Consumer Privacy Act and how it might be
expanded (p.29).
The Schrems II judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Union
in July has had an impact on US business and is a major topic that will
stay with us for some time, although the EU Commission is prioritising
this work and is trying to find a solution for data transfers from the EU
to the US (p.9). We may see revised Standard Contractual Clauses
emerge before Christmas. An expensive alternative is using Binding
Corporate Rules. Read on p.12 what the experience has been in 2020
with companies working with four national DPAs as lead authorities.

Professor Graham Greenleaf explores the relationship between trade
agreements and new data privacy laws and Bills in Asia-Pacific countries
(p.18), and together with Dr Katharine Kemp, the anti-competition
developments in Australia regarding Facebook and Google (p.25).

We will return to these questions in our series of five PL&B webinars
on German data protection legislative and judicial developments and
their impact on business. The first webinar on 28 October will discuss
how different laws are becoming more relevant to privacy issues, for
example, in the Facebook decision of the Federal Cartel Authority
(PL&B International Report December 2019 p.1) and the subsequent
Higher Regional Court of Düsseldorf and Federal Supreme Court
decisions. See www.privacylaws.com/germany for the programme and
on how to register (p.8).

Laura Linkomies, Editor

PRIvACy LAWS & BUSINESS

Contribute to PL&B reports

Do you have a case study or opinion you wish us to publish?
Contributions to this publication and books for review are
always welcome. If you wish to offer reports or news items,
please contact Laura Linkomies on Tel: +44 (0)20 8868 9200 or
email laura.linkomies@privacylaws.com.
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Switzerland... from p.1
which allows unhindered data transfers
to Switzerland. The EU could put pressure on Switzerland to speed up the
process of the revised law entering into
force.

Change for personal data of
legal entities

Although the 1992 DP Act has been
totally revised, the private sector will in
general not have to change the way it
processes personal data. The basic principles of data processing remain
unchanged in the new DP Act.
Although certain general protections
continue to apply, there is one exception: personal data of legal entities are
no longer protected. The Swiss concept
remains unchanged in that data processing in the private sector is in principle permissible and a justification (or
“legal grounds”) is required only in
certain situations.
Thus, the DP Act continues to deviate from the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) under which
the processing of personal data is generally prohibited unless there is a legal
ground such as consent, the performance of a contract, a sufficient legitimate
interest or a legal provision in law.

What Will change in 2022?
•

•
•
•

New information and documentation
requirements similar to the GDPR →
create and update documentation
New risk of fines with regard to data
exports and processor agreements →
verify and amend contracts
Notification obligation in the case of
data breaches similar to the GDPR →
introduce a process as under the
GDPR
The new Data Protection Act (mostly)
does not go beyond the GDPR, but is
not identical → check for differences

The principle of “Privacy by
Design” is now also explicitly included
in the law, but strictly speaking it has
always existed – even under the current
DP Act. Indeed, the only provision
that is new is the Swiss version of “Privacy by Default”, which is relevant
only in cases where a provider of an
(online) service provides data protection settings as part of such service,
which must be set by default so as to
limit data processing to the intended
minimum.

More governanCe:
inventory, dpia, reporting

the concept of a DPIA, which so far has
not formally existed under Swiss law
although it is already well known
under Swiss data protection law as
“good practice” in the case of sensitive
data processing activity. While it does
involve some work, it is not particularly difficult to create a DPIA. It
essentially consists of a description of a
planned data processing activity, assessing the negative consequences for those
affected and detailing the countermeasures taken as a result to mitigate those
consequences.

no duty to appoint a data
proteCtion offiCer

Whereas the new DP Act provides that
companies can appoint what is referred
to as a “data protection advisor”
(which, in essence, is a data protection
officer), there is – unlike under the
GDPR – no obligation to do so. yet,
most mid-sized and larger companies
will not be able to implement data protection properly unless they have
appointed a responsible person to deal
with data protection. Furthermore, foreign companies with significant activities in Switzerland will have to appoint
a Swiss representative, but we expect
only a few companies will be subject to
this requirement. Thus, the obligation
is not as stringent as the corresponding
provision in article 27 of the GDPR.

Switzerland also does not go as far as
the GDPR in terms of the requirements
for valid consent. Essentially nothing
changes here compared to the current
legal situation in Switzerland, with the
exception of a minor change with
respect to profiling (see below). There
is no need to inform individuals about
the possibility of withdrawal of consent, and multiple consent declarations
can be combined.
The grounds on which data processing activities can be justified remain
more or less the same as in the current
DP Act, and go beyond what is provided for in the GDPR. What has been
worded slightly more restrictively is
the justification for non-personal processing purposes (for example, statistical uses) and the justification upon
which credit agencies have been
relying. They now have to delete data
that is older than ten years in the event
that a data subject so requests.

Much like in the case of the GDPR, the
main changes in the new DP Act are:
• new governance obligations, such
as the requirement to maintain
records of data processing activities,
• the obligation to report data losses
and other data security breaches to the
Federal Data Protection and Information Commissioner (FDPIC), and
• the obligation to carry out data protection impact assessments (DPIA)
for sensitive data processing.
All three requirements are comparable to the corresponding provisions
under the GDPR, and will result in
additional workload for companies
that have not already undergone the
process for the purposes of the
GDPR. Those who have done so can
adopt the existing data processing
inventories more or less directly and
have their data breach notification
procedures amended to also comply
with Swiss law. The DP Act provides
for slightly different thresholds as to
when a notification becomes necessary, but essentially works along the
same lines as the notification
obligation under the GDPR.
Swiss lawmakers have also “copied”
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Consents: less restriCtive
than under the gdpr

right to inforMation is
restriCted

The rights of the data subjects are
somewhat extended, but at the same
time also defined slightly more clearly.
While it will be easier for data subjects
to request their own data from a company, the new DP Act also offers new
arguments for rejecting abusive access
requests. For example, only personal
data “as such” may be requested and
only what it is necessary to assert data
protection rights. The “right to be forgotten” known from the GDPR existed
under the DP Act all along and will
remain. It is still not absolute, but provides for a balancing of interests. Likewise, the principle that data may only
be processed as far and as long as
necessary continues to apply.
Entirely new to the DP Act,
however, is the right to data portability,
which Swiss lawmakers copied from
the GDPR. It actually does not have
l`ql_bo=OMOM
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much to do with data protection, but
enables consumers to obtain their data
stored with online or other services
providers in order to transfer such data
to competitors.
Also completely new is the right to
demand that a person reconsiders
important decisions that were made
exclusively on an automated basis and
which by their nature allow for interpretation. The provision is comparable
to the GDPR provision on automated
individual decisions, but the DP Act
only requires a controller to inform
individuals about such decisions and
allow the data subject to request human
intervention.

data proCessing:
ContraCts

CheCking

The requirements for contracts with
data processors, i.e. companies to
whom controllers delegate their own
processing of personal data, such as
cloud service providers, have been
tightened up somewhat in that the use
of subcontractors must now be
approved by the controller. yet, the
new provisions still fall short of those
of the GDPR. Since the requirements
under article 28 GDPR are nowadays
considered standard in the industry, we
do not expect any problems for controllers to ensure compliance with the
new rules under the DP Act. The
clauses agreed with processors will
usually only have to be adapted to refer
not only to the GDPR but also to the
DP Act.

privaCy poliCy beCoMes
Mandatory

The obligation to provide information
has been expanded under the new DP
Act. This means that companies must
have a data protection declaration in
which they provide certain mandatory
information regarding the personal
data they collect. This type of information is usually provided on the companies’ websites and by means of links
included in their forms and contract
terms and conditions. Conceptually,
the information obligation under the
new DP Act is very similar to the information obligation under the GDPR,
but does not require as much
mandatory content as the GDPR.
The only exception is the obligation
of a controller to indicate the countries

The revised DP Act governs crossborder transfers of personal data
slightly differently than in the past, but
the practical consequences are very
limited. It is now up to the Federal
Council to determine the countries that
are considered to have an adequate
level of data protection and to which
data can be exported without special
precautions. Until now, it has been the
DPA (FDPIC) who maintained a list of
countries with the FDPIC’s President’s
assessment on the topic. But this list
was not binding and this is also the
reason why the effects of the Court of
Justice of the European Union’s decision “Schrems II” in Switzerland were
much more limited than in the EEA.
The EU Standard Contractual
Clauses for data exports can still be
used but the obligation to notify them
to the FDPIC has been removed from
the new DP Act. The disclosure of personal data to foreign authorities will
also become easier; previously this was
often only possible in the context of
judicial proceedings.

requiring more resources than those
under the current DP Act. It remains to
be seen whether the new concept will
lead to more enforcement, or result in
actually fewer cases given the FDPIC’s
constant understaffing. The FDPIC
will still be unable to impose fines.
The right to impose fines lies with
the Cantonal law enforcement authorities (which are not specialized in data
protection), and the catalogue of fines
been significantly expanded. In the past,
fines were possible for the violation of
the duty to inform individuals, the duty
to comply with the data subject access
right and the duty to cooperate with the
FDPIC. Now, violations of:
• the provisions on data exports,
• the provisions on commissioning
processors, and
• certain violations of data security
measures can also be fined.
The fines are primarily to be paid
by the decision-makers but only if they
acted intentionally. They can be found
liable up to the amount of 250,000
Swiss francs (€230,000). Although
these amounts pale in comparison with
the amounts under the GDPR, they
will likely be even more effective given
that they are of a personal nature and
cannot be insured. We assume that fines
for data protection violations will continue to be the exception in Switzerland. Furthermore, violations of the
fundamental principles of the DP Act
continue to be exempt from punishment – an important difference to the
GDPR. In addition, the revised DP Act
introduces a general professional
secrecy for all professions (with fines of
up to 250,000 Swiss francs and a new
provision against identity theft.)

The enforcement of the DP Act will
also change under the new law. In the
past, the FDPIC was only able to issue
“recommendations” to data controllers
and processors who in his opinion did
not comply with the DP Act. If they
did not comply with his recommendation, he could sue them. In the future,
he will directly issue orders against
controllers and processors. For example, he will be able to order that a particular data processing activity be
stopped. That said, these new powers
will also result in the FDPIC’s procedures becoming more complicated and

The main bone of contention in the
deliberations on the new DP Act was
“profiling”, which has the same meaning under the DP Act as under the
GDPR. Noteworthy, as under the
GDPR, the legal significance of “profiling” as such is very limited. Profiling is,
in essence, the automated formation of
opinion on certain aspects of an individual. Although profiling is a defined
term in the new DP Act, there are
hardly any provisions of the DP Act
that refer to it, at least with regard to
the private sector. Unlike what has gen-

to which personal data is exported and
the legal provisions on which the company relies in doing so. However, in
our view, it is not necessary to list each
and every country, as terms such as
“Europe” or “worldwide” should
work, too. If a company has appointed
a data protection advisor or a representative, information on this subject must
also be provided. As a consequence,
certain adjustments to the existing data
protection statements are therefore
necessary, but we do not expect this to
create any big issues.

transfers abroad easier

More fines possible
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no Consent neCessary for
profiling
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erally been reported, the new DP Act
does not provide that profiling requires
consent. What the new DP Act does
say is that if consent is required in a
particular case, such consent has to be
of an express nature in the case of profiling with a “high risk”. Profiling is
considered high risk if it results in a
more detailed profile of an individual.
This is already in line with the current
legal situation under the existing DP
Act. In other words almost nothing
actually changes under the new DP
Act. Although profiling as such does
not require consent, it is, of course,
already possible that a data processing
operation goes so far that justification
is required. Consent is one possible
form of justification, but the controller
may also be able to rely on an overriding private interest depending on the
circumstances.

for the purposes of the GDPR, they
can to a large extent be re-used for the
DP Act.
In a further step, controller-processor relationships need to be identified
and related contracts checked and
adapted as per the new, stricter rules of
engagement. If this work has already
been done for the GDPR, again, not
many changes will be necessary. What
is usually necessary is to expand the
references to the GDPR to also include
the DP Act. In a similar manner, controllers and processors should identify
international data transfers and verify
whether they fulfil the DP Act’s requirements, given that non-compliance can
be fined going forward. If the DP Act’s
current requirements are fulfilled, most
likely no changes are necessary.
Companies should also implement a
process for data protection impact
assessments and, if necessary, appoint a
data protection officer, even if not
required by law. A process for identifying, analysing, reporting and handling
data security breaches (which term
includes unintentional data losses and
misdirected emails) should also be introduced. Every company should also have
a process – if not already in place – for
responding to requests from affected
individuals e.g., those requesting access
to their personal data. When referring to
“processes”, we mean that a company
should at least appoint an individual to
be responsible for handling the relevant
topic who knows what to do in each
case or where to get the relevant information on what should be done.
Finally, automated individual decisions should be identified and, if
relevant, data subjects should be

informed and given the opportunity to
ask for human intervention. Furthermore, processing of genetic and biometric data as well as data for non-personal purposes and creditworthiness
should be identified, checked and
adapted to the new requirements. Of
course, existing training should also be
adapted to correspond with the
requirements under the revised DP Act
and it may make sense to verify implementation of the new requirements by
way of conducting audits.
Those who have already implemented the GDPR requirements in
their organizations will not have to
make much additional effort. The main
relevant amendments in the new DP
Act with practical significance are
regarding:
• the obligation to provide information which requires information on
relevant countries and legal bases in
the case of data exports,
• the rights of data subjects, in particular, the new DP Act provides for
different exceptions,
• the obligation to report data
breaches - there is no 72-hour obligation and the thresholds are
slightly different, and
• the appointment of a data protection officer or representative – most
companies will not formally require
a data protection officer or
representative.

A campaign group, The Privacy Collective, claims that Salesforce and
Oracle are in breach of the EU GDPR
in terms of aggregating information
collected from websites, and profiling.
The Privacy Collective will pursue
the class action in the Netherlands
where the case is being fully funded by
Innsworth, a litigation funder. A class
representative will pursue the claim in
England through the High Court in
London.

Any person who, since 25 May
2018, has been the subject of thirdparty tracking cookies and who is resident in a jurisdiction in which a claim
is being made, may be eligible for
compensation. Based on previous
judgements, the amount of compensation could be in the region of €500 per
person, the Privacy Collective says.
Both Salesforce and Oracle have
stated that they will defend the claims.

•
See:
theprivacycollective.eu/en/
about/theprivacycollective.nl/oracleen-salesforce-voor-rechterwegens-onrechtmatige-verwerkingvan-persoonsgegevens/ (in Dutch)
The lawsuit is at www.rechtspraak.nl/
SiteCollectionDocuments/RBAMS-dagvaarding-collectieve-vordering-OracleNederland-BV-SFDC-Netherlands-BVOracle-Corporation-Oracle-America-Inc
-Salesforce.pdf (in Dutch)
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need for aCtion

What needs to be done now? Most
companies should have enough time to
implement the most important provisions of the revised DP Act. First, they
should review their data protection
statements in light of the new requirements and adapt them or, if necessary,
create new ones if they have none in
place. The most time-consuming part
of the process is usually the internal
review of data protection activities to
ensure that all cases in which the company procures personal data are covered. Once a company has obtained
this information, it can create or update
the data protection statement and
establish an inventory of data processing activities. If such statements and
inventories have already been created

authOR

David Rosenthal is a Partner at Vischer in
Zurich, Switzerland.
Email: drosenthal@vischer.com

Salesforce and Oracle face class actions
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